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INTRODUCTION

Tango — A Survival Guide — is a passionate story of humor about
two strangers who meet, by chance, in an embrace. It is also a sharp,
bittersweet critique, of the harsh seriousness of the world, especially the
world of tango. And finally, this story is an attempt to answer a question
that remains unresolved: how can two people connect through dance?





IGOR AND ALICIA
MEET







BUT NOT JUST YET



PART ONE

Let’s start from the beginning.





WELCOME TO BUENOS AIRES!

When it comes to dancing, it’s a party not to be missed. Some
come only to watch, others to seduce or be seduced. Some come to show
what they can do, and others to display what they cannot. Most have come
to see if in the arms of one woman, they can forget the embrace of another.
It is like being in a demonic tombola that turns to the rhythm of a waltz,
where the dancers are constantly moving, stealing and swapping partners
as they go, in the never ending game of finding one’s true soulmate. And
when all of a sudden you do find each other —well blow me!— you are
quickly broken apart and it starts all over again.



For those who love tango, all roads lead to Buenos Aires. It is the
Mecca, the queen of every party. Dancers and aficionados from around the
globe, as if possessed by the devil himself, cross the oceans every year to
take part in the unforgettable ceremony. They unburden themselves from
the obligations and vicissitudes of existence, leaving behind their whole
lives, with the not always sincere promise to come back soon. Some never
even bother to return.

For when they land, with their tango shoes already on their feet, at
Ezeiza International Airport, they feel the unbearable lightness of being,
authentically and finally, free.



Argentina is, geographically and metaphorically, at the back end of
the world. Traveling there by plane is no easy task and not one for every
budget. Those who do make it there, are driven by reasons of the heart,
which as per Blaise Pascal, reason knows nothing of.

Whatever the reasons were that led our protagonists to leave
Barcelona and Saint Petersburg to go and dance to the back end of the
world, only they know, or they shall know, by the end of this book. Or it
might remain a mystery forever, even to them…

Chance has it, however, that at the beginning of the first chapter
they accidentally found themselves sharing the chaotic queue that led to
customs, as they waited to get their passports stamped. Standing only a few
feet from each other, they had no idea that fate would reunite them on the
dance floor, at around page twenty-something. Yet if at that moment, their
eyes had met for an instant, with the voice of Carlos Gardel singing Mi
Buenos Aires Querido over the speakers, they would surely have exchanged a
knowing smile and danced their first tanda right then and there.



TANGO CLASSES
Learn to dance and not die trying

(Money back guarantee)

Tango is a high-risk sport and for many, the first class can also be
the last. An error in judgment, a stomped foot, a kick at the wrong place
and wrong time, are possible accidents that can derail, forever and before
there even was a chance to begin, what could have been but never will be,
a beautiful love story.

There are some that hide behind the indisputable excuse that
tango is just not for them. However, everyone, with no exception and
whether they like it or not, carries a hidden dancer within.

Every time an imaginary melody catches us by surprise on the street,
or when we embrace any old object like a book, a television or a fridge, we
are not ourselves, but our inner dancers, the ones that are really in charge
of our existence.

The thing is finding the right teacher to help bring out our inner
dancer, which is no easy task in a country where even the taxi drivers
would teach you an ocho to lure the very last penny out of your pocket.

In order to tell an authentic maestro from an impressive impostor,
you need two things: instinct and luck.

Igor had neither. The only available option to him was to travel
down the path of trial and error.

He leafed through some specialized magazines and jotted down, in
pencil and with patience, the offers that most interested him, allowing
himself to be carried away by the one with photographs of semi-naked
dancers and the more creative ads:

“Follow your feet wherever they take you”
“Firuletes for sale”
“Curvy blonde can teach you tango”



WALKING

Walking is, basically, the first step of tango. You walk to class,
where you’ll be made to walk a little more, and then you walk home. The
particularity is however, that you walk in following a certain rhythm and
walk out obeying another: the transformation occurs inside of you, it’s an
emotional change.

It was so easy to grasp and yet Igor just didn’t understand the
maestro who, tired of repeating it, had to explain it to him one last time:

“Dancing is walking to the rhythm of the music. Each orchestra
has an individual pulse. Walking to a Fresedo is not the same as walking to a
Troilo. If it were the same, it wouldn’t be dancing!”

And after that was said, he threw him out into the street with a
quick kick up the behind.



From his first class, Igor learned two essential things: it was best to
keep your mouth shut and never to disrespect the old maestros.

But don’t lose hope now Igor, there will be plenty of time to
despair in the future!

The second class and the ones that followed were no better, and
sometimes even worse than the first. Only after about kilometre five
thousand, supposing you can measure your dance level by the distance that
you have walked, is it possible and with a good map, such as this book, to
really begin to figure out what dance is and what it is for.



MADAME BONJEUR

Igor was at around kilometre seven thousand, four hundred and
eight – or rather fifty tango lessons in – and he still hadn’t gotten
anywhere: he couldn’t tell his left foot from his right, his shoes were falling
apart and he was seriously considering taking a plane back and burying his
dream once and for all, when Madame Bonjeur appeared.

The old Parisian countess had arrived in Argentina ten years earlier
for a short stay that never ended. She had fallen madly in love with tango
and with a famous milonguero she was now married to and had five
children with, all future professional dancers. She told him this story and
many others over red tea and pastries before getting to the heart of the
matter.

Madame Bonjeur, without leading him around in circles, except
when it came to the waltz, introduced him to the difficult art of tango.
Holding him against her very large bosom, close enough that he could
smell the mint, garlic and ginger on her breath, she shamelessly taught him
how to embrace a woman. She showed him how to step to the compass of
a Milonguita, and taught him the secret trick to leading: the movement
must come from the torso, or indeed from the heart, while the right hand,
the one that holds the woman’s waist, doesn’t have to act like the rudder
of a boat in a tempest, but instead it should be placed there in order to
stroke delicately, and touch accidentally, of course.

Touch what?
Well, that you’ll find out when you’re dancing. And the most

importat: you don’t actually have to know how to dance to be able to do it;
just make a tango face, and the rest will come naturally.

And what does a tango face look like?
Eat a lemon and you’ll see.



A thousand streets away, at the other end of the city and at the
edge of this book, Alicia was following her own completely different, if not
opposite path, that would eventually lead her to the very same road.

She didn’t learn tango in academies and she wasn’t at all interested
in what the wise maestros had to say. She did it directly at the salones,
holding the hand of some old milonguero who led her like a bumper car,
dragging her all over the dance floor.

She didn’t care about appearances; she danced in sneakers and,
unlike her competitors, not once did she decline a single invitation or
deny anyone the vital right to embrace beauty.

Her technique, if she had any, commanded respect and terror at
the same time. She lifted her leg with such passion and enthusiasm that
her shoes sometimes flew off; and her ganchos could leave anyone
attempting to teach her completely lost for words. Even so, there was no
sane or crazy man that could resist her charm.

Despite all this, Alicia’s personality was not the reflection of a
rebellious soul, but the result of the blind trust she put in love, in the
possibility of meeting in one of those embraces a dancer who might make
her laugh, or invite her to dream, someone who wouldn’t abandon her in
the middle of the dance floor with the lame excuse of a sudden toothache.



PART TWO





THE CABECEO

The tanguero is an old hunter. Hidden in the shadows, he silently
observes the women sitting at the tables with their vast array of hairstyles
and dresses. He eyes a pair of legs that, wrapped in stockings, cross and
then uncross, only to cross again. He listens over his shoulder to the
conversations being had at the nearby tables. And then he sees something
in one of the women that catches his eye. He takes the time to savor it first
and imagines her wrapped in his arms. Without wasting any more time he
puts her in his line of fire and makes a signal with his head; if his aim is
good the woman will fall in his arms.

Cabeceo is an art form. There’s no point in using it if at the
moment of truth your aim fails and you end up taking a shot at the wrong
woman.

That’s why each hunter has his own particular method. Some
shoot far, wide and without mercy at a large group of women sitting all at
the same table, and then wait to see who falls prey; such a method
spreading terror and confusion. Others choose a single victim and strike
with one fatal look, that leaves no room for escape.

The rest of the mortals, meaning all of the other, rebellious,
nearsighted or straight up suicidal hunters, break the rule of cabeceo and
walk straight up to the their prey’s table, crossing the entire milonga via the
dance floor only to be met with an outright rejection.



Women start the game with two cards in hand: yes and no. Many of
them take pleasure in using the second option every now and then. It
doesn’t matter if your name is Cachafaz or if you’re the Russian Tsar, even
the most innocent and doe-eyed young woman will on occasion enjoy the
luxury of being able to make a fool out of you in front of all her friends.
There are plenty of excuses and every girl has her favorite:

Thank you, but I’d rather not.
Es tut mir leid, aber ich spreche kein Spanische .
My big toe hurts.
I already have a boyfriend.

Igor was no exception to that rule and on his first night, even
before his first tanda, he could already taste the bitterness of failure. But
Alicia, the one woman he’d chosen amongst the one hundred who had a
no at the ready for him, said yes.



THE EMBRACE

The embrace is an invitation to step foot into another person’s
world.

The two dancers have probably never met and they might not even
get to exchange names. And yet there they are, her head leaning against his
shoulder, fingers interlaced, his arm around her waist and both hearts
beating to the same rhythm.

It doesn’t matter how long it lasts, five minutes, an hour, all night
or their entire lives: in that moment, they belong to each other. They
know it’s a game, and that when they break apart they may never meet
again, but it makes no difference. The fragility of this deep and fleeting
intimacy invites them to hold on to each other even closer and tighter,
while the music leads them through a dream that they don’t want to wake
up from.



Embraces. They can burn and scar you, or they can be as cold as a
blizzard. They can either calm your fears or fuel them. They can be like
medieval torture, a get the hell away from me, or the posthumous
consummation of two long-lost lovers. They can open and close, fall apart
entirely or leave you in a spin. They can break and never mend.

Agarrate fuerte, che, que ahí vamos! said Igor before taking the first
step. Alicia wrapped around him like a vine, her long and thin porcelain
arms enclosing his shoulders.

A couple’s fate comes down to their embrace and our two friends
clicked instantly; they were two pieces of an impossible puzzle.





THE TANDA

The game lasts four songs. Four tangos is all the time you have to
get to know each other, fall in love and win each other’s heart. Sometimes,
it’s also all it takes for someone to never want to touch you again.

With the exception of that one annoyingly confident gentleman
who graciously sweeps the most beautiful woman off her feet with no
intention of giving her up for the entire night, winning, if not her heart,
then the envy of every other man in the room, - and with the exception of
those who thereupon realize that they will no longer be able to dance with
the most beautiful woman in the room, and so just decide to stop dancing
- the rest of us dancers who actually follow the rules, change partners at the
end of every tanda.

Between songs, dancers allow themselves a moment to look each
other up and down, exchange names which they will almost instantly
forget and finally use words to express what their feet couldn’t.

When the set of four tangos ends, they each look at their watches,
say a quick thank you, give a kiss on the cheek, and say goodbye much in
the same way as they would have if they had shared a long, awkward train
journey cross country.



That is precisely what Alicia hated with all her heart, that this
deeply intimate moment could just vanish without warning into the
coldest and most absolute void. She wanted every tango to be like an
adventure through the Amazonian jungle, like an unforgettable shared
journey that made their embrace impossible to dissipate.



Although Igor sensed that she wanted to stay in his embrace when
their tanda came to an end, he didn’t have the courage to ask for another
one. Instead, he took her by the hand, and walked her back to her table in
absolute silence.

Igor left without saying goodbye to anyone, not caring that the
evening had only just begun and that now the other women were looking
at him with a certain interest. He just walked out without paying for the
glass of wine he had left untouched on the table, forgetting even to change
his shoes. Five minutes later he returned to pick up the hat that he had left
behind in such a rush.

Such haste was not unintentional. He knew that the only way to
make the feeling of his encounter with Alicia last, was to avoid any other
embrace that might erase the impression her body had made on his.



He spent the rest of the evening laying on his hotel bed, fully
dressed, breathing in her sweet scent that still lingered on his clothes. One
by one, he recalled the details of the evening: the feeling of her hand
stroking his, the accidental brush of her lips against his neck, her foot
sliding slowly from his ankle up to his knee. Inside his pocket he found
the small piece of paper she’d slipped into his hand, it had her name,
Alicia, and her WhatsApp number: everything he ever needed to be happy.

Before turning off the light he asked himself how long he could
hold back before sending her a message. Not long. The following morning
he woke her with a message inviting her to breakfast.



THE FIRST DATE

To Igor, breakfast was the one of the most important things in life.
If he didn’t want the rest of his day to be a complete disaster, it was
essential that the first few minutes, like the first chapters of a book, be
perfect. It wasn’t by chance that he was a writer, and as for every good
writer, he was a purest down to the last detail.

After putting on his very best shoes, he arrived one hour earlier
than the agreed time and rehearsed the steps of the choreography several
times with the waiter.

The scene was to go something like this: when Alicia made her
triumphal entry through the door, Igor was to be waiting for her on his
feet to give her a kiss and pull out her chair. They would sit facing each
other and Goyeneche would sing El día que me quieras over the radio, and
at that precise moment the waiter would appear with two magnificent
breakfasts: coffee, fresh medialunas, ham and eggs, wholemeal bread, butter
and raspberry jam. They would smile at each other and talk for hours
about their lives and dreams, like two old friends. They’d hold hands.

End of the first scene.



During his wait, which was a lot longer than anticipated, Igor was
able to imagine every conversation they might have, from talking about the
weather to sharing his grandmother’s old pie recipes. It was like learning
one hundred choreographies, just in case he missed a step.

In his tango classes Igor had learned that, theoretically, the woman
didn’t need to know the choreography in advance so long as the man
could lead her properly. What he didn’t know, however, was that theory
and practice were two completely different things.

When Alicia finally showed up more than two and a half hours late,
she explained that it was because of a cut off between the streets of
Corrientes and Callao. Igor soon realized, with his own astonished eyes,
that she meant a haircut and not a road block causing tremendous traffic.
Not only did he forget to stand up, but he also did not remember the kiss
or the welcome speech, or even the rest of the choreography. He just sat
there, staring at her like a dancer whose mind suddenly goes blank once
the curtains are drawn, in a silence so perfect they could both hear their
hearts beating at double time.

I still don’t know your name, said Alicia, breaking the ice.
Igor had to think it over twice before saying it. Alicia smiled and

repeated it, very slowly, almost spelling it. Igor was on the verge of telling
her how beautiful her smile was, but decided against it and instead went
with something a little less forward:

Do you know that our names are our deepest secrets and yet we
always reveal them?

Alicia smiled again, took a bag of candy out of her bag and offered
him one:

Today’s my birthday.
You’re kidding.
No, really. Actually, it started yesterday, just as we embraced. It’s a

beautiful coincidence, isn’t it?
Why didn’t you say anything?
We didn’t exchange a single word all night.



We have to celebrate! said Igor who jumped up, nearly missing the
laden tray carried by the waiter, who had finally decided to make his
entrance. I know we’ve just met, Alicia, and this is going to sound absurd
but... but... but what better way to celebrate a birthday than to spend the
whole day with a perfect stranger? Waiter, please, a bottle of your finest
champagne!

Champagne, this early in the morning? asked Alicia.
Sparkling wine, corrected the waiter.
Who cares?! cried Igor.
And the coffee?
I’m sorry, what coffee?



A PERFECT DAY IN BUENOS AIRES

The people of Buenos Aires take great pleasure in improvising,
they enjoy anything and everything that might come up at any given time.
In Buenos Aires there is no plan, no matter how well designed, that
actually works out the way it’s supposed to. Anything can happen and
change your morning completely, be it a roadblock, a meteorite crashing
down or a sudden and fatal love affair. Sundays are no exception.

The Sunday in question started with the photograph of a
champagne toast at the Confitería Ideal and that photo was followed by
others:

One in San Telmo market, where they are both drinking from the
same mate with two straws.

One on bus number 29, full of soccer fans singing and dancing to
songs about the president’s mother.

The last one in Caminito, eating choripanes with chimichurri.
Chimi-what? asked Igor while Alicia smiled.





What followed couldn’t be photographed for obvious reasons:
The theft of Igor’s camera – and also his choripán!, – by a thief on a

motorbike.
A police statement that took four hours in the neighborhood

police office with a policeman who insisted on practicing his very poor
English.

A large and cold mozzarella pizza as a consolation prize,
accompanied by a slice of fainá at the Guerrín pizzeria.

A few dances in the neighborhood pub to the sound of a guitar
missing its third string.

And to end the night, while searching for the bus stop, a proper
deluge.



They took shelter under a balcony to wait for the rain to stop. In
Buenos Aires, a city where you can normally find a taxi under every rock,
there’s not a single one around when you really need it. The kiosks and
bars were closed, which was also unusual in the city that never sleeps. And
in a fleeting yet pleasant moment, they both felt like the only survivors of a
global disaster.

They looked at each other, completely soaked, and burst out
laughing. Once they finally stopped, Alicia took Igor by the hand and he
knew instantly what was about to happen: the hardest dance step of all. If
he waited for too long or said something stupid, which wasn’t unusual for
him in a situation like this, he’d miss his chance. Despite knowing this, he
took the courage to delay it just a little, to savor this delicious moment
before taking a step that was entirely his already. When she tilted his chin
up, offering in this shy gesture the fruit of her lips, Igor cried out: let’s
dance in the rain!



A NEW DAY BEGINS

They woke up at two in the afternoon, like two proper milongueros,
and spent the rest of the day lying in bed, staring at the ceiling and talking
nonsense.

Igor, where did you learn to speak Spanish with such a strong
Argentinian accent?

In Russia.
I can tell.
(Laughter)



And why did you come all this way to Buenos Aires? Was it just for
the tango?

Yes, but also to write a book.
A book? A love story?
A scientific story, but yes, a story about the science of passion. It all

boils down to one question: how do two completely different people
connect in an embrace?

And?
And what?
What’s the answer, silly?
That’s why I’m writing the book, to find out!
And how far have you gotten?
I’m writing the chapter where they meet.
And do you think two people can really get to know each other by

dancing only once?
I’m almost sure of it. From the very first touch, you know almost

everything.
And what do you know about me?
You’re the exception of the rule.
(Laughter)
I could tell you how I feel when I’m dancing with you, Igor. But it’s

not just one feeling, it’s many, so many sensations that there aren’t enough
words to describe them. It’s like if all of a sudden we were the only two
people in the world. You never want it to end but then the music stops,
sooner or later, and... and that’s when you notice where you are, who you
are and the reality of the world you live in. But while you’re dancing, well...
nothing else matters, you just let go. You’re not trying to control life,
you’re like… like a marionette.





While he listened to her words Igor took notes. He had the feeling
they were dancing even when they weren’t, even when they were doing
something ordinary like talking; their way of thinking and imagining,
although completely different, came together perfectly and they let
themselves be carried away by metaphors.

What Igor couldn’t have anticipated was what she was going to say
next, when she brought her lips to his ear:

I’m going to tell you a secret Igor, but you can’t laugh. Do you
promise?

(Laughter)
I’m serious.
All right. I promise.
Would you like to be my dance partner and never stop dancing

until we become famous?
Famous? But we’ve only just started!
Shhh, it’s a secret!
It’s an impossible secret!
Write it down in your notebook right now!



And so together, Alicia and Igor set off on a long pilgrimage
through many dance moves and styles, a journey not without its dangers.
They took private lessons everywhere and attended workshops to the point
of exhaustion: tango salón, tango nuevo and tango escenario.

They learned new seemingly unconquerable steps from every
maestro, who generously disclosed their age old secrets of immeasurable
value – which they then charged for in dollars. And when they finally
managed to solve the mystery of this or that sequence of steps, after all the
physical and mental hard work it called for, a new maestro would come
along to tell them it was all wrong, ask them what the hell they were
thinking and to inform them that they had to start it all over again.

Again? Alicia would ask. Learn to walk again? Haven’t we walked
enough?

Alicia, we don’t need to be famous. We can dance for fun, like
everyone else.

Never! We are not going to go back on this!





PART THREE





PLAY TANGO

One afternoon, while dancing in San Telmo Square, Igor and
Alicia heard about a certain underground práctica not too far away, on the
second floor of an old apartment building and drawn by curiosity, they
danced their way over there.

The first thing they noticed when they walked in was a sign that
read “Embraces allowed inside the circle” Then they saw the circle, drawn
in chalk on the floor. Within this circle was a cluster of souls wrapped
together, bathed in red light dancing to Ravel’s Bolero and other mystical
sounds.

The práctica’s guide, a madman or perhaps an enlightened
eccentric the others called El Maestro, invited them to enter the magical
circle and explained the rules of the game:



“Tango is a game. The pieces of the game are our own steps, which
we exchange with our dance partner in order to together find the
expression of a shared feeling.

Enrique Santos Discépolo, a romantic poet of the Golden Age, if
ever there was one, once said that tango is ‘the expression of a melancholic
feeling through dance’. But the truth is that here, with Don Enrique’s
permission, you may dance any feeling that takes your fancy: from
boundless passion to the deepest bitterness, or even the feeling of I don’t
really give a shit. You can dance what it feels like to be ridiculous or express
the silly happiness that comes from doing any old thing, you can dance
one of Chopin’s polonaises or La Marseillaise, it doesn’t matter. But don’t
stop dancing even if the Titanic starts to sink.

That’s the first rule of the game.”



This way of seeing and dancing tango marked a drastic change in
their lives. From that day on, each step was not only the result of a
premeditated choice, but an act of freedom. Dance, just like poetry,
became a game whose rules could be broken in order to express something
and in their creative unrest they broke the rules constantly. They danced
Pugliese to Canaro, led one step and performed another, and in the middle
of all of that, like pulling a Russian doll from inside another, they played
other games like hide and seek, Russian roulette and hopscotch, always
dancing.

Their only limit was their own imagination.



THE REVOLUTION

Inside the game’s circle they learned an infinity of steps they never
even knew existed. Steps that were forbidden in most milongas as if they
were words of black magic which no one actually uttered for fear of being
labeled a madman or a witch. And yet, the beauty of this new vocabulary,
this unknown jungle of a moving language, allowed them to interpret the
music in a way that made everything possible.

I’m tired of the strict rules of the milonga1, said Alicia. We should
all dance the way we want to. The way we move reflects our own
personality, the deepest essence of who we are. No one’s got the right to
tell me how I should embrace. This needs to end now!

Now you want to change the world too?
Why are you such a pessimist sometimes? I just want to make it a

little better.
I’m not a pessimist, I’m a realist.
That’s even worse! Sometimes I don’t understand why I like

dancing with you so much. You’re not a realist, you’re just unbearable.
That’s exactly what I’m studying Alicia: the subconscious reasons

behind the connection between two opposite personalities.
Oh, just shut up and let’s dance, I love this song.

1



Igor and Alicia went to every milonga2, whether it was by day or by
night, in an old neighborhood club or an abandoned building in the
outskirts of Buenos Aires, brandishing the flag of communist tango.

No musical interlude could stand in Alicia’s way, and while she
performed the forbidden steps with every one of the old milongueros, Alicia
infected everyone with her revolutionary spirit. Igor meanwhile observed
her, took notes and reached conclusions.

2





THE CONNECTION

According to Igor’s observations, there were three basic
possibilities:

1. Both dancers feel disconnected, as if he were dancing a
Filipino tango and she an Egyptian one.

2. Only one of them feels the connection. The other has to
pretend to feel an emotion that doesn’t exist, to experience a
connection that isn’t there.

3. Both dancers feel the connection, which happens when
two people discover themselves in a tango, and together create
what we call magic. But you don’t have to be a magician to do it:
magic can appear at the time and place you least expect it and with
the most unlikely partner. Igor and Alicia, a couple as
unconventional as they come, had experienced that magic first
hand and felt it travel from their heads to their toes from the
moment they first held hands.
How is it possible that despite their many differences, they had

connected so instantly? That was tango’s mystery and Igor was determined
to solve it at any cost.



THE THEORY OF CONNECTION

Tango is not an exact science. More specifically, it is a science of
the paradox that unites opposing souls that would not have otherwise
come together. When they dance, two people who think very differently
can actually come to think alike, so much so that they might not want to
stop dancing for fear of having to think differently again. All
preconceptions and social barriers crumble before an embrace.

To explain the complexity of this uncertain science, Igor divided
the human body in various sections and assigned a specific function to
each one of them. He ran the experiment on different couples, discovering
all manners of unexpected combinations. He found cases of people who
were completely different, but who understood each other deeply only
because their shoes were the same color.



1. The brain:
a. There’s a connection because both people think the

same way.
b. There’s a connection because they think in completely

opposite ways or simply because they to do not think at all.

1. The eyes:
a. There’s a connection because they both fancy each other
physically.
b. There’s a connection because there’s no attraction at all.

2. The ears:
a. There’s a connection because they both have a sense of
rhythm.
b. There’s a connection because they’re both completely
deaf.

3. The nose:
a. There’s a connection because their two perfumes mix
harmoniously.
b. There’s a connection because something doesn’t smell
right.

5. The mouth:
a. There’s a connection because they’re both smiley.
b. There’s a connection because of their common scowl.

6. The heart:
a. There’s a connection because there is love.
b. Because there is love, there’s no connection.

7. The arms:
a. There’s a connection because the embrace is as soft as a



feather pillow.
b. There’s a connection because both are masochists.

8. The body:
a. There’s a connection because the two bodies fit together
perfectly.
b. There’s a connection because their differences are so

obvious there’s nothing left to do but laugh.

9. The legs:
a. There’s a connection because they can both dance.
b. There’s a connection because they both act like they can
dance.

10. The feet:
a. There’s a connection because they reinvent tango
together.
b. There’s a connection because they always dance in the
same way.



PART FOUR





There’s no tango without tragedy. This dreadful and inescapable
law, inscribed in the lyrics of every tango, affects every couple sooner or
later and puts both their embrace and hearts to the test. Everything tango
giveth, tango taketh away; no warning, no mercy.

Igor and Alicia felt so safe and comfortable in the embrace that
they’d discovered, they weren’t even capable of imagining what could
possibly, and eventually did, happen.



The beginning of the end got off to a bad start right from the
outset. That evening they ended up at a very traditional milonga by mistake.

Before they had a chance to turn away, security guards relieved Igor
of his hat, forced him to comb his hair, cover it in gel and part it in the
middle; they took Alicia’s sneakers and had her rent a pair of high heels,
they charged them the price reserved for tourists and separated them,
sitting them at tables on opposite ends of the dance floor, so far from each
other that they couldn’t exchange a single word.

The evening had just begun.



THE MYSTERIOUS LADY IN WHITE

When that mysterious woman walked in the door, dressed entirely
in white like a ghost, Igor knew almost instantly that he must dance with
her. Igor had a gift for recognizing absolute certainty, and he knew that the
feeling of absolute certainty wasn’t something that you experienced every
day. Igor could tell simply by looking at a woman the pleasure he’d feel in
dancing with her. If her appearance alone left him dumbfounded, he
could only imagine what having her in his arms would be like.

He was so worried he’d miss his chance that he made a series of
beginner’s mistakes: first, he broke the rule of cabeceo and walked right up
to her table, second, he invited her to dance even though she hadn’t even
had time to change into her tango shoes, and third, when he invited her
there was only one song left in the tanda, a milonga. That was his fourth
mistake, everyone knows the rule: thou shalt not dance milonga with a
stranger.

The woman looked up, examining him from head to toe, then
from toe to head. The usual scan. She’s going to say no for sure, thought
Igor, while he waited for the verdict.

Well, why not...?! she replied.



Every embrace produces a special effect: it transfers a certain state
of mind from one person to the other, and it moves from couple to couple
on the dance floor. You might have felt happy in one tango, but now in
the next you feel completely miserable.

That woman’s embrace in particular was, for Igor, an event that
marked a before and an after, a direct blow to the deepest part of his soul
that left him breathless before he could even take the first step.

As he walked onto the dance floor Igor realized he’d forgotten
altogether how to dance tango; with a milonga playing furiously over the
speakers, the couple in front waving their elbows around dangerously and
him not knowing what to do with the unbelievable tenderness he held in
his arms, he reached into the furthest corner of his mind and pulled out
the memory of that first class: one foot in front of the other, nothing
more.

And walking from one end of the dance floor to the other, he
followed his old maestro’s words one by one.



The fact that his mind had simply gone on autopilot allowed him
to feel safe, and gave him enough headspace to analyze in detail the feeling
that assaulted every inch of his skin. He compared it to the memory of
everything he’d ever felt before in an attempt to mathematically decipher
the grade of compatibility between their two bodies.

In a single tango, or in this case, a single milonga, you can say
everything. And they said so much in those few steps that he and this
strange woman felt like they’d known each other their entire lives.

The cortina rang over the speakers, he sighed and gave thanks, to
both his partner and to God. Before he could escape she clung to his arms.

What? Didn’t you like it?
No. I mean yes! You dance like an angel.
Well then? Let’s dance another tanda.
Igor could feel the woman’s fingers stroking his hand, and at the

same time he also felt Alicia’s eyes boring a hole in the back of his skull.
The music started, Juan D’Arienzo.



It wasn’t just a single tanda, but an endless series of tandas. The
lady in white had literally taken him hostage. The rest of the milongueros,
who either thought that the couple were professionals, or completely crazy,
cleared the way on the dance floor so that they could express themselves
freely.



THE SHOW

A show is a unique and fleeting moment: a couple uses their dance
to share a message, tell a story or simply abandon themselves to the music.
On certain occasions it can also be a waste of time, a test of the audience’s
patience and a terrible way to usurp the dance floor.

When a pair such as this manages to melt into one another, in
such a way that they no longer are seen as two individuals or even as a
couple, but instead as just one being with four dancing legs, when they no
longer dance steps that they once learnt but begin to dance from their
intuition, the man for the woman and the woman for the man, following
the poetry of their movement, being led by nothing but the music,
compelling the onlookers to follow them with their eyes from one end of
the floor to the other, with their encompassing gestures that tell a story,
their own story, in that very moment, and only then, can they truly shine
like a shooting star traversing through the majestic night sky.

That’s how Igor and the lady in white shone that night.



A DRAW

They both made it, safe and sound, to the final chord of the last
tango, the Cumparsita, a song that culminates all others.

When it was all over, the audience stood and cheered while they
gave each other a final embrace, one that didn’t need the dance to exist,
and broke free without knowing each other’s names, without having
exchanged a single word, with nothing more than the memory of their
dance, imprinted forever on their souls.

Such sentimentality scared Igor, who had finally managed to let go
of her silken waist and gone straight to Alicia’s table to celebrate, carrying
the flowers and wine he’d been gifted by the hosts. To celebrate what?
Alicia would have asked him. Except she wasn’t there.

Igor understood perfectly and he knew that he was unlikely to hear
from her for a couple of days. After a week, however, and after leaving a
million unanswered messages, he realized that, in actual fact, he hadn’t
understood a thing.



THE SEARCH

He searched for her day and night, far and wide. First he went to
every milonga in the city, looking under tables and behind curtains; it
wasn’t the first time they had played hide and seek after all. Then he
looked for her in the far-away milongas, the ones on the outskirts of town,
having to take several public buses and hail more than one taxi to get there
on time. He even looked for her in his nightmares.



After another week of searching, he found himself hallucinating,
probably because of his lack of sleep and having barely had a bite to eat.

He began to see her everywhere, her gaze and her gestures blurring
into all of the other women he saw. He would see her on the subway, in
the window display of a store, standing at a corner.

But when he rushed to hold her, he’d see that it wasn’t really her at
all, it was another woman, one who didn’t even look anything like her. He
felt like he was losing his mind and that tango was, and had always been, a
sick joke.



Igor was beginning to feel afraid, not only of having lost her, but
that he might also lose the memory of her. And so as not to forget their
very first date, he repeated every last thing that they had shared together
that day: the breakfast at Confitería Ideal, their walk through San Telmo,
and the choripan with chimichurri in La Boca. Although this time the
waiter was different and the choripán didn’t come with any chimichurri.

At that very moment, in the exact spot where he’d been robbed
that day, in the window of a souvenir shop right in front of his eyes, he
saw his stolen camera.

Unable to comprehend just how fate could toy with a person in
such a way, Igor spent all the cash that he had on him, to buy something
that was already his. There in the camera, he found all of the photographs
they had taken that day but the smiling faces in those pictures did not
bring him happiness, quite the opposite in fact.

All he could think about was going back to Russia and forgetting all
that had happened. He would return home and dedicate his life to some
other activity, one that had nothing to do with dance and its turmoil.

The thought of a sudden and fatal accident also crossed his mind.



THE MIRACLE

In Buenos Aires there are a couple of tango postcards sold
everywhere that represent tango’s two extremes. One, typically found in
the markets, bears the appeal of a stereotypical promise of happiness: a
dancing couple interlaced in a moment of extreme passion. The other,
more vulgar and more authentic, shows a man, desperately alone,
clutching a bottle of wine. Igor had lived the dream of the first like it was
the only possible reality and now he was trying to survive the nightmare
that was the second.

There he was, spending his last night, utterly alone except
surrounded by people dancing, drowning his sorrows in a glass of sour
wine, listening to a woman sing tangos whose lyrics seemed to have been
written about him. The only way out of this dark pit he’d surrendered to,
was a miracle.



Would you like to dance?, Igor heard.
Expecting the worse, in slow motion he moved his gaze from her hand

to her arm, then her shoulder, her neck, her mouth, and her nose until he
found her eyes. They stared at each other for a while: it was just a girl he’d
never met before. With nothing more to lose, Igor accepted the invitation.



For the entire two and a half minutes of the song, Igor experienced
the confusing and contradictory feeling of his senses telling him one thing,
and his brain another. Had he danced with her before?

You don’t recognize me, do you?
He froze.
I would have thought that, with your special recognition system and

all your stupid theory you’d be able to recognize the kind of woman you’re
dancing with. But I can see now, you have no idea. You’ve forgotten me.

Alicia? he stuttered.
In the flesh! My hair’s a different color and I have a little make up on,

but I’m still faithful to my dance style, don’t you think?
Igor couldn’t believe his eyes. She looked nothing like the Alicia he

knew. She was wearing high heels, a long leopard print dress, and her hair
was gathered on her head to form some sort of Egyptian pyramid. Her eyes
were lined with black, which made her look like a beautiful princess of the
Mongolian empire.

Forgive me.
You make it sound so easy.
It’s not easy to ask for the impossible.
And yet you have, damn you.



THE TEST

First chances are usually a gift from the heavens, second chances
come at a price.

Should she give him one last opportunity or was it better to leave
him to suffer forever?

His life, and the end of this book, depended on that decision. Let’s
say, for argument’s sake, that she accepts to give him another chance and
our story continues.

There was only one way to know if they were really meant to dance
together forever, she explained, without wasting any time. They had to
pass a test, a most difficult one: they had to dance all night, until one of
them surrendered.

If you surrender, Igor, not only will you fail the test, but you will
also lose me and your theory will lose what little sense it has left. If I
surrender, you have my forgiveness, and maybe a kiss. What are you
waiting for? Are you ready to play all or nothing?

Igor listened, aghast. The thought of finding her only to give her
up again was terrifying. He was playing at a disadvantage, he could barely
stand on his own two feet and Alicia would be, without a shadow of a
doubt, his fiercest opponent.



What Igor was overlooking was that during all of those months of
arduous learning he’d built up quite some strength. He’d also forgotten
about a theory he himself had penned in his book, that when two people
dance they generate a flow of energy.

If there was no longer a connection between them, the energy
wouldn’t flow and it would just disappear. But, if on the contrary, they did
connect, the energy generated in their dance would allow them to
continue dancing eternally without ever feeling the slightest bit of
weariness.

It all came back to him while he danced. He also recalled what he’d
felt when he embraced her for the first time: their connection intensifying
as the hours went by and each tango being a whole set of new and
indescribable sensations.

At the end of the night, having reached the point where they were
both so tired that they could barely stand up on their feet, they acquired a
sensibility and a perception so absolute that they felt lifted to a state filled
with eternal peace.

Then, Alicia took him by the hand and told him that she’d come
to save him, and she kissed him.





Can I ask you something?
Sure.
How did you find me?
I was always right next to you, silly. Everywhere you went... You just

didn’t recognize me because I was changing my appearance. You were so
engrossed in your search for me that you didn’t even notice that I was right
under your nose.

Now what?
Now we keep on dancing, because life doesn’t go on forever.



NOTES





TANGO RULEBOOK

Tango is a social dance governed by a certain number of ground
rules that must be followed on the dance floor. How strictly they are
enforced depends on who is organizing the event. These dos and don’ts try
to tame, as much as possible, the beast we all carry within. Here are some
of the most common rules:
 The woman is allowed to refuse as many invitations as she likes,

with no obligation to justify her choices. It is also within her rights
to be left sitting on the side lines the entire night.

 Establishments can reserve the right to refund the entrance fee.
 Men must not make improper use of the cabeceo.
 Women, please abstain from inviting.
 Beginners, please abstain from inviting. Or better yet, abstain from

dancing altogether.
 It is expressly forbidden to get handsy on the dance floor. It is

expressly forbidden to get handsy in the bathrooms. It is expressly
forbidden to get handsy, period. Just go to a hotel!

 It is forbidden to lead boleos, ganchos, jumps, colgadas or any other
movement learnt in places of disrepute that might present a risk to
human life and an insult to good taste.

 It is forbidden to film or photograph famous dancers without their
consent.

 It is forbidden to dance in sneakers.
 It is forbidden to dance during the cortina.
 It is forbidden to disrupt the flow of the dance floor, except in

cases of sudden death. It is strictly forbidden to die in the
establishment.



TANGO STEPS

Boleo: its name derives from boleadoras, a weapon used by gauchos
to stop their prey from running. It consists of lifting the free leg in a
circular movement, either forwards or backwards. It’s very effective to open
up the space in crowded milongas.

Gancho: a boleo performed between the opponent’s legs. Tango is,
without a doubt, a high-risk sport.

Barrida: a step that mimics a broom dragging something over the
floor. In this case, having no available broom, you get to use your foot.



Volcada: a very complex step that consists of supporting the weight of
your partner. Not to be performed in case of backaches.

Colgada: a step used to go out of your own axis and relinquish
control. It’s very practical for circular movements that require great speed
and is an amazing instrument for those who like to fly high.

Enrosque: a pirouette so twisted that the biggest prowess is actually
in unraveling your legs without falling on your face.



PORTRAIT OF A TANGUERO

The tanguero is a strange creature, with extravagant and nocturnal
habits. You can find him anywhere in the world, from the docks of
Buenos Aires to the most isolated corners of Siberia. He walks in a
peculiar way, following the rhythm of a song only he can hear. He
practices his firuletes, or embellishments, at bus stops and traffic lights,
before the astonished eyes of the bystanders. At nightfall he dances the last
tango with his own shadow in the light of a lantern.

They wear a specific attire: the men dress in dark colors, a hat to
hide their gaze and wide pants. The women wear dazzling dresses, black
fishnet stockings and long gloves. They carry a shoe bag everywhere they go
and would not part with it if threatened at gunpoint. They live under the
constant threat of having to surrender to the sickness that corrodes their
soul, calling them to drop everything and run to the closest milonga.
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